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ABSTRACT
In this paper, I analyze the life and collection of Christina, Queen of Sweden (16261689), as a complex and shifting performance of gender, authority, and other aspects of identity.
I argue that Christina’s education and life experiences actively informed her collecting
preferences for certain types of mythological figures, which became an effective tool of her selffashioning as a ruler who broke away from what she viewed as the confines and expectations of
her gender. I will demonstrate how her strategies as an astute patron and collector of the arts
were central to her subversive presentation as an almost androgynous self-exiled ruler in Rome,
who could emulate both male and female virtues equally in order to transfer her former political
power to new social and cultural capital. Christina’s collection, newly assembled in the Palazzo
Riario in Rome, served this purpose by creating a controlled environment that enforced particular
relationships between collector and spectator, spectator and collected objects, as well as among
the objects themselves.
This thesis weds the various theories of Queen Christina and her collection into a
comprehensive theory of her larger project of self-fashioning, arguing that her collecting
practices regarding both ancient and contemporary works followed a cohesive philosophy in her
politics of collection and display, even while largely challenging the decorum of female
patronage. Christina’s self-promoted identity as Minerva of the North forces the viewer to
contemplate the items in the collection both on their own and in conversation with one another as
part of a larger display. In the nudes of the Stanza dei Quadri on her second floor, as well as the
antiquities featured on the ground floor, Christina used the relationship between images and
sculptures to create an allegorical pantheon focused on her own self-control and authority. In
understanding objects’ interactivity, it is possible to interpret Christina’s renovations to the
iii

Palazzo Riario and the display of her collection as a modern day Parnassus or Arcadia, which she
used to establish her Roman home as a primary location of scholarship and creation. The
contents and display of her collection extended her desired persona as a leader of wisdom and
user of knowledge not easily bound by the constraints of either gender. The metaphorical space
of Arcadia that she created strengthened her alignment with Minerva, the goddess of wisdom and
warfare, and implicitly also with Apollo, who presided over Parnassus. In the case of Queen
Christina, we have found that in addition to the personal prestige associated with obtaining
valued items, the display of these items in a kind of curated space added value and meaning to
the viewing experience.
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For my grandfather,
The man who has almost everything.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Queen Christina of Sweden (1626-1689) was an enigmatic figure from birth, surrounded
by myth from her first breath. Apparently born under the cloud of an unlucky prophecy and
initially announced to be a boy, she cultivated the notion that she was to be exceptional and
transformational, fashioning herself through mythology and grand gestures. In her youth, her
father King Gustavus Adolphus (r. 1611-1632) named Christina heir to the throne of Sweden,
provided her the classical education of a prince, and she was eventually crowned under the title
King of Sweden. Her thirst for knowledge flourished, leading some onlookers to refer to her as
‘Minerva of the North,’ an image she herself promoted.1 Christina’s interest in learning only
intensified as she began collecting, and in turn, helped to shape what she collected. Her collection
became a cohesive extension of her constructed persona. Her famous collection of antiquities,
oddities and Renaissance art began with her procurement of the collection of Habsburg Emperor
Rudolf II in Prague after the Thirty Years War and was reshaped when she abdicated her throne in
1654, converted to Catholicism, and moved to Rome, bringing only a selection of works with her
to establish her household there.
In this paper, I shall analyze the life and collection of Christina, Queen of Sweden, as a
complex and shifting performance of gender, authority, and other aspects of identity. I argue that
Christina’s education and life experiences actively informed her collecting preferences for certain
types of mythological figures, which became an effective tool of her self-fashioning as a ruler
who broke away from what she viewed as the confines and expectations of her gender. In
Christina’s own words:
1

Eva Hættner Aurelius, “The Great Performance. Roles in Queen Christina’s Autobiography,” in Politics
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I have escaped, even in matters spiritual, the weakness of my sex; my soul as well
as my body having been rendered virile by [God‘s] grace. Though he made use of
my sex to preserve me from the vices and dissipation of the country of my birth;
and, having condemned me to belong to the weaker sex. [God] hast exempted me
from the frailties natural to it.2
In taking Christina’s own words seriously—that she sought to “escape…the weakness of [her]
sex”—I will demonstrate how her strategies as an astute patron and collector of the arts were
central to her subversive presentation as an almost androgynous self-exiled ruler in Rome, who
could emulate both male and female virtues equally in order to transfer her former political power
to new social and cultural capital. Christina’s collection served this purpose by creating a
controlled environment that enforced particular relationships between collector and spectator,
spectator and collected objects, as well as among the objects themselves.
Queen Christina’s biography has been of interest to numerous scholars, and for a variety
of reasons. Veronica Buckley and Susanna Åkerman have focused on tracing her personal
philosophies and relationship to the grander philosophical community of the period. Buckley, for
example, has utilized personal correspondences to build a timeline of Christina’s life and
examined her reactions and purported reactions to the events of her life.3 Åkerman, on the other
hand, has explored Christina’s post-conversion theology and philosophy as they relate to her
attempt to become Queen of Naples in 1657.4 Near the end of her life, Christina published a book
of Maxims, a compendium of her personal philosophies that has been of great interest to her

2

Christina, Queen of Sweden, La Vie de la Reine Christine faite par elle-même, dédiée à Dieu (Stockholm:
Riksarkiv, 1654), cited by Nathan Popp, “Beneath the surface: the portraiture and visual rhetoric of Sweden’s Queen
Christina” (master’s thesis, University of Iowa, 2010), 26.
3
Buckley, Christina, Queen of Sweden, 19.
4
Åkerman, Queen Christina of Sweden and Her Circle.
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biographers and scholars interested in the development of Neo-Stoic philosophy in the
seventeenth century.5
Christina has been a subject of interest to other scholars as a female patron and her
performance of gender. In addition to the anecdote about the midwife purportedly sending word
she had been born a boy, Christina’s own refusal to marry, preference for men’s clothing, selfreported dissatisfaction for her gender, and accusations of lesbianism have perpetuated questions
about the queen’s gender and sexuality, both in her own day and in modern scholarship.6 Rose
Marie San Juan, for example, has used the case of Queen Christina to explore the traditional role
of female aristocrats and problems that emerge when women subvert those expectations. For San
Juan, the overturning of gender roles begins with Christina's abdication and continues through her
conversion and behavior in Rome and representation in print culture.7 I shall build on San Juan’s
scholarship by examining Christina’s collecting habits as performative acts that identified the
queen, even without her physical presence, as an extension of herself.
Apart from Christina’s personal philosophy and deliberate disruption of expected female
gender conventions, scholars of collections and the politics of display, and other aspects of selffashioning, have found her collection fascinating. Veronica Biermann, for example, has carefully
analyzed the collection as Christina displayed it in the Stanza dei Quadri in her apartment in

5

See Theodore K. Rabb et al., Politics and the Arts in the Age of Christina: in Politics and Culture in the
Age of Christina, ed. Marie-Louise Rodén (Sueco Romana IV, Stockholm, 1997); Barbara Cartland, The Outrageous
Queen: A Biography of Christina of Sweden (London: F. Muller, 1956); Oskar Garstein, Rome and the CounterReformation in Scandinavia: The Age of Gustavus Adolphus and Queen Christina of Sweden, 1622-1656, vol. 47
(New York,Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1992); Christina, Queen of Sweden, The Works of Christina Queen of Sweden.
6
Queries regarding Queen Christina’s gender culminated in her exhumation in 1965 from the Vatican in
search of abnormal genitalia. These results were inconclusive, however this has not stopped scholars from continuing
to analyze her actions and life as an example of gender performance. See Rose Marie San Juan, “The Queen’s Body
and Its Slipping Mask,” in ReImagining Women, Representations of Women in Culture (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1993), 19-44, esp. 19.
7
Ibid., 20.
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Rome.8 Christina used the Stanza dei Quadri as a reception space, and it contained salacious
images showing nude goddesses and allegories expressing strong passions, which were a source
of scandal, particularly as they were left uncovered at all times. In Biermann’s analysis, the room
followed a program of love and virtue when interpreted as serving a conversational function, thus
justifying the queen’s possession of images seemingly more appropriately intended for a male
viewer and owner. Analysis of Christina’s collection does not end with the work of Biermann; the
Stanza dei Quadri was also the focus of Katherine Aune’s master’s thesis, which argued that
Christina’s public identity was revealed through the works in that room.9 However, Aune’s
analysis remains incomplete, as it focuses on a single aspect or space of Christina’s collection. I
shall build upon these earlier studies to show that the Stanza dei Quadri, is in fact, part of a
grander plan of Christina’s to build a modern Parnassus, promoting her own humanist pursuits as
a scholar and asserting her collection as a center of art and culture. More precisely, Christina
intended spectators to study the stanza’s use of allegories in relationship to one another to reveal a
program of complex morality, that implicated the viewer and that placed Christina in control.
In addition to her scandalous paintings of female nudes, Christina was a prolific collector
of antiquities that included large marble statues of ancient gods, goddesses, and the Muses, as
well as Renaissance bronze medals with ancient subject matter. The antiquities component of
Christina’s collection was first recorded by the seventeenth-century Swedish scholar and
architect, Nicodemus Tessin the Younger (1654-1728) and has been studied and interpreted by
several art historians. Stephanie Walker, for example, has analyzed the antiquities as they
appeared in Christina’s collection and later in Livio Odescalchi’s collection, arguing that they
8

Veronica Biermann, “The Virtue of a King and the Desire of a Woman? Mythological Representations In
the Collection of Queen Christina,” Art History 24.10 (2001): 51-68, esp. 215.
9
Katherine Aune, “Display as Identity: Queen Christina of Sweden’s Construction of a Public Image
Through her Stanza dei Quadri” (master’s thesis, Texas Christian University, 2015), 8.
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functioned to create a modern day Parnassus, elevating the social status of its owner.10
Additionally, Lilian Zirpolo has interpreted Christina’s collection of antiquities and modern
sculpture in conjunction with her extensive remodeling of the Palazzo Riario as a transitional
moment in Baroque scholarship that shaped restoration theory.11
My thesis intends to wed some of the disparate theories of Queen Christina and her
collection into a comprehensive theory of her larger project of “self-fashioning.”12 I will make use
of Christina’s personal education, as well as her collecting practices regarding both ancient and
contemporary works, to establish that Christina followed a cohesive philosophy in her politics of
collection and display, even while largely challenging the decorum of female patronage.
Christina’s self-promoted identity as Minerva of the North forces the viewer to contemplate the
items in the collection both on their own and in conversation with one another as part of a larger
display. In the nudes of the Stanza dei Quadri, as well as the antiquities featured on the piano
terra, Christina used the relationship between images and sculptures to create an allegorical
pantheon focused on her own self-control and authority. In understanding objects’ interactivity, it
is possible to interpret Christina’s renovations to the Palazzo Riario and the display of her
collection as a modern day Parnassus or Arcadia, which she used to establish her Roman home as
a primary location of scholarship and creation. The contents and display of her collection
extended her desired persona as a leader of wisdom and user of knowledge not easily bound by

10

Stephanie Walker, “A Royal Pretender in Rome: Livio Odescalchi and Christina of Sweden,” in
Collecting and Dynastic Ambition, eds. Susan Bracken, Andrea M. Gáldy and Adriana Turpin (Newcastle upon Tyne:
Cambridge Scholars, 2009) 69-84, esp. 68-70.
11
Lilian Zirpolo, “Embellishing the Queen’s Residence, Queen Christina of Sweden’s Patronage of Gian
Lorenzo Bernini and Members of His Circle of Sculptors” in A Scarlet Renaissance (New York: Italica Press, 2013),
267-304, esp. 268.
12
The term self-fashioning, originates with the work of Stephen Greenblatt who explored the construction of
upper class identity in the Renaissance through clothing, hobbies and conspicuous consumption of the fine arts. For
more See, Stephen Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning: From More to Shakespeare (Chicago and London: The
University of Chicago Press, 1980), 1-11.
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the constraints of either gender. The metaphorical space of Arcadia that she created strengthened
her alignment with Minerva, the goddess of wisdom and warfare, and implicitly also with Apollo,
who presided over Parnassus.
To support my argument, I shall make use of several key documents. I will use several
inventories of her collection. These include two inventories made of Christina’s collection in
preparation for its sale to Livio Odescalchi.13 I also will consult the Catalogo dei Quadri della
Regina Sviesa, drawn up by Lorenzo Belli in 1689,14 as well as an inventory published by Jacques
le Rousseau in 1656,15 an inventory drawn up by Giovan Bellori while under Christina’s
employ.16 Descriptions of the palace in Rome, published by Nicodemus Tessin, also aid my
interpretation.17
As the goal of this project is to understand the relationships between objects within a
collection as they relate to their owner and to the privileged viewers within her palace, I shall
examine the presumed expectations about female collectors during the early modern period. I
shall make use of the conceptual framework of Stephen J. Campbell, whose work in The Cabinet
of Eros: Renaissance Mythological Painting and the Studiolo of Isabella d’Este established a
comparative contextual background for understanding female collectors in Renaissance Italy, with

13

The inventory is published in Stefina Di Gioia, Cristina di Svezia le Collezioni Reali (Rome: Fondazione
Memmo, 2003).
14
Lorenzo Belli, “Catalogo dei Quadri della Regina di Svezia,” in Raccolta di cataloghi ed inventarii
inediti: di quadri, statue, disegni, bronzi, dorrie, smalti, medaglie, avori, ecc. dal secolo XV al secolo XIX, ed.
Giuseppe Campori (Modena: Tipografia De Carlo Vincenzi, 1870), 336-376.
15
Jacques S. Le Rousseau, “Inventaire de la Reine Christine de Suede,” in The Antwerp Art Galleries:
Inventories of the Art Collections in Antwerp in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centruries, vol. 2 of Historical Sources
for the Study of Flemish Art, ed. Jean Denucé ( Antwerp: Edition De Sikkel, 1932), 176-92.
16
Giovan Bellori, Nota delli Musei, Librerie, Gallerie & Ornamenti di Statue e pitture ne’ Palazzo, nelle
case e ne’ giardini di Roma, (Rome: Instituto nazionale di archeolgia e storia dell’arte, 1976).
17
Nicodemus Tessin the Younger, “Notes on the European Journey 1687-88,” in Nicodemus Tessin the
Younger, Travel Notes 1673-77 and 1687-88, eds. Merit Lane and Börje Magnusson (Stockholm: Nationalmuseum),
2002.
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his focus on the imagery collected by Isabella d’Este, the Marchesa of Mantua (1474-1539).18
Campbell presented Isabella as also pushing against the constraints of her gender, thus providing
historic precedent for thinking about collections as a locus for identity creation among highly
educated women. In addition to Campbell’s study of Isabella d’Este as a worthy comparison for
framing my study of Christina of Sweden as a collector, I shall gain a better understanding of the
goals of humanist education for elite women through Giancarla Periti’s work regarding
aristocratic nuns.19 Periti’s new study will be crucial for understanding Christina’s role as a
religious patron and viewer, even of pagan and sensual subjects.
Understanding Christina’s world and contemporaries are the building blocks necessary for
understanding why she made particular choices regarding her self-fashioning. Stephen Greenblatt
has defined self-fashioning as the construction of one’s public persona according to socially
acceptable standards.20 Christina used her collection as an extension of her public persona and
also as a way to define and display her private interior self. Building on notions of identity as a
social malleable construct, I also make use of Judith Butler’s theories on gender as an aspect of
performance.21 Butler stipulates that gender is not something someone is, but rather is defined by
what they do. Perhaps more specifically “identity [is] institutionalized through the stylized
repetition of acts.”22 Although a collection may not in itself be a repetitive stylized act, the act of
collecting certainly is. Furthermore, the relationship between objects within the collection
structures the way the viewer interacts with the collection in its details and entirety.
18

Stephen J. Campbell, The Cabinet of Eros: Renaissance Mythological Painting and the Studiolo of
Isabella d’Este (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2006).
19
Giancarla Periti, In the Courts of Religious Ladies: Art, Vision, and Pleasure in Italian Renaissance
Convents (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2016).
20
Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning, 1-11.
21
Judith Butler, “Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay in Phenomenology and Feminist
Theory,” in Theatre Journal 40.4 (1988): 519-531, esp. 519.
22
Ibid., 519-521, esp. 519.
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In the first portion of my thesis, I shall introduce the necessary background on Christina’s
biography, educational development, and challenges as a female ruler and collector. This will
include the mythology surrounding Christina's birth, her princely education, and the start of her
reign as it coincided with the start of her collecting. I also shall address Queen Christina’s
conversion to Catholicism as a significant moment in her life that shaped her personal mythology.
I shall establish briefly a sense of what the public expected of the queen’s collection through
comparative examples of other female collectors, including Isabella d’Este, and as a starker
contrast, Queen Hedwig Eleonora (1636-1715), the wife of Christina’s successor. The purpose of
these brief comparisons is to demonstrate historic precedent and to establish a range of standards
of decorum for female patrons and viewers, as well as to serve as foil to Christina, the ‘Minerva
of the North,’ and her collection.
The next segment of my thesis begins my study of Christina’s own collection in her
Palazzo Riario in Rome, focusing on her antiquities and her cultivated persona as not only the
Minerva of the North, but also as the builder of a marble Parnassus. Christina’s contemporaries
lauded her as one of the most influential antiquities collectors of her day. Her primary antiquarian
supervisor, Giovan Pietro Bellori, took extensive notes on the collection he helped build, and
praised the collection in his guidebook, Nota delli musei, libererie, et ornamenti statue e pitture
ne’ palazzi, nelle case e ne’ giardini di Roma (1664). In addition, the eminent sculptor Gian
Lorenzo Bernini (1598-1680) augmented her collection by “restoring” some of the antiquities to
fit her understanding of antiquity and meet her own political needs.23 Christina's extensive
antiquities collection and the scholarship she fostered aided her identification with the more
masculine of the female gods, Minerva of the North. Through the persona of Minerva, Christina
23

Ibid., 280.
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aligned herself with wisdom, courage, civilizing forces, strength, effective war strategy and
importantly, the nourishment of the arts during hard-won peace in the wake of warfare, allimportant qualities in a king and rightful sovereign.
Next, I address the intriguing use of the erotic throughout Christina’s collection. As a
woman who ardently refused to marry, it seems at first vexing that she would choose to decorate
her home with an extensive collection of erotic images, in particular images of nude Venuses and
other women. However, in examining key allegorical paintings by Paolo Veronese (1528-1588)
that defined and framed the overall tone of her Grand Chamber, I demonstrate how Christina used
sensually charged images as a means for asserting her own intellect and restraint while also
destabilizing and captivating (male) beholders under her own gaze. This chapter acknowledges
several existing interpretations of the Grand Chamber, yet ultimately demonstrates that the
destabilizing nature of the room fits into a decorative strategy used by Christina to convey her
agency and ability to avoid the entrapments of visual seduction herself, armed with the proper
humanistic studies protecting her from their dangers.
The life of Queen Christina is endlessly compelling, particularly as a patron of the arts
who collected and installed works on a grand scale. The mythology she surrounded herself with—
which included forging associations with Minerva, Apollo, and Venus—as well as stories that
circulated about her indecorous behavior which she seemed to embrace, made her an enigmatic
figure who challenged or even transgressed societal expectations for a woman and a Catholic. Her
seemingly eclectic and expansive collection of ancient statuary, modern medals, and paintings
was central to her construction of a public persona that deliberately shifted between male and
female exempla and brought about endless questions regarding propriety and decorum. However,
as I shall demonstrate, Christina’s collection was an active and primary shaper and conveyor of
9

her own mythology, which she used as a means to forge networks and maintain her social status,
despite having given up her authoritative position as sovereign of Sweden. Through her
collections and the curated spaces in which they were displayed, Christina cultivated her role as a
former sovereign who maintained her authority by building her new palace as a modern
Parnassus, which attracted artists, intellectuals and philosophers. Christina’s Palazzo Riario as a
site for creating and contemplating art served as a locus for her to demonstrate a new kind of
authority, where she was able to subvert expectations for the purpose of ensuring her own
dominance and place within history.

10

CHAPTER 2
A PERSONAL MYTHOLOGY: THE MINERVA OF THE NORTH AND THE POLITICS
OF GENDER
Christina’s entire life has been encoded with a personal mythology, which she personally
fostered through the manipulation of her public persona via commissioned portraits and other
kinds of public displays. Perhaps this is best exemplified by the Baroque engraver Jeremias
Falck’s print of 1649, Queen Christina of Sweden as Minerva (Fig. 1). This print depicts the
young queen as Minerva, the Roman goddess of wisdom and warcraft (Greek: Athena). Christina
is presented as if a living ancient sculpted portrait bust wearing all’antica robes and a warrior's
helmet. This particular print was made for the title page of the Swedish bible, an act of homage
paid to the queen by her agent, Michel Le Blon (1599-1641), who had paid for the bible’s
publication and must have commissioned the printed portrait.24 For the entirety of Queen
Christina’s life it was crucial for her and her caretakers to shape her public image carefully,
starting from childhood to assure her ascent to the throne and in adulthood to assure her own
agency and prominence in society, despite living in a self-imposed exile in a foreign country. In
this chapter, I shall provide a brief biography of Christina’s life as it pertains to a better
understanding of her expansive collection in Rome and its active role in her self-fashioning,
particularly as Minerva figure who prized her intelligence and independence. It is through this
information that I will examine key iconographies used by Queen Christina to establish a persona
that justified much of her potentially indecorous behavior. Ultimately I will demonstrate that by
associating herself early on with aspects of the goddess Minerva, Queen Christina attempted to

24

Lars Olof Larsson, “Rhetoric and Authenticity in the Portraits of King Christian IV of Denmark,” in
Pomp, Power, and Politics: Essays on German and Scandinavian Court Culture, ed. Mara R. Wade (Amsterdam:
Editions Rodopi B.V., 2004), 22-23.
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justify her sovereignty over Sweden, and following her abdication aligning herself with Minerva
helped to justify her extensive collecting habits.
Falck’s portrait engraving is a notable image for several reasons and establishes many
qualities to which Christina returns repeatedly throughout her life, both in terms of subject matter
and visibility. Within the print the queen is represented as Minerva, flanked by the goddess’
attributes. At her right side is Minerva’s owl perched on a stack of books, gesturing to Queen
Christina’s extensive humanist education. On the other side a laurel branch signifies victory,
invoking for viewers Sweden’s recent victory in the brutal Thirty Years War only a year prior to
the print’s publication. The victory also could be seen as the triumph of Protestant Europe—with
Sweden at its head—over Catholic domination, making the print’s insertion in the Swedish
vernacular bible a particularly charged act. In the printed portrait Christina appears not in full
length as a standing royal portrait, but instead as a bust reminiscent of sculpted portrait busts of
ancient Roman emperors. Later in this chapter I will discuss Queen Christina’s fascination with
antiquity, particularly the ruler Alexander the Great, of whom she owned a bust, as well. By
casting Christina as a valued and collectable object herself, just as the print and bible itself would
have been, the artist is able to allude to her formidable collection, demonstrating her extensive
knowledge and the value she placed on material things to generate meaning around herself. It is a
collection, in fact, that was largely built from the war booty accrued during the Thirty Years War,
most notably from the entire collection of the Holy Roman Emperor Rudolf II of Prague (r.15761612).
Le Blon’s decision to commission his queen’s portrait in the print medium to be inserted
within the Swedish Bible is a crucial one, as engravings—as also printed bibles—are significantly
more reproducible and portable than standard paintings, allowing for the easy dissemination of
12

this particular image of the queen. In this print the artist tapped into existing iconographies
relating to Queen Christina’s personal mythos in order to present and disseminate a portrait that
served her political needs. By attaching the queen’s image to a Protestant bible, and in the
Swedish vernacular, Le Blon created a space to shape the queen’s body-politic and spiritual body,
which represent both positions as sovereign and recipient of the divine right to rule.25
To understand this print further as it served the queen we must take a closer look at
Christina’s early life and education, as well as the challenges she faced, both as queen and then
later as a former queen living in self-exile in Rome. Many of the details of Christina’s life are
selected and crafted for us by Christina herself from her carefully constructed autobiography.

A Princely Childhood Leads to Grandiose Tastes
According to historian Eva Hættner Aurelius, Queen Christina’s autobiography was
intended to work on a number of levels. First and foremost she placed herself and her nation
within a broader discourse of world history, a history conceived as planned and ruled by a
Catholic God.26 To Queen Christina, the purpose of her life was to atone for the many crimes of
the Vasa Dynasty, notably its leadership as one of the strongest Protestant strongholds in Europe
and therefore as divider of the Christian faith.27 This mythos, according to Christina, began with
her portentous birth on December 18, 1626. As told within her autobiography there was a
prophesy that the child being carried by Queen Eleonora of Brandenburg (1626-1689) would be a
boy, but his birth would coincide with the death of one of the baby's parents. On the night of
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Christina’s birth King Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden was gravely ill as his wife went into labor.28
When Christina was delivered, apparently the midwives sent word to the king that a healthy boy
was delivered.29 The midwives likely realized their mistake quickly, however the king and queen
were not informed until the following morning.30 This story followed Christina throughout her
life and even after death and inspired many discussions of the nature of her true sex and identity.31
It was a story, in fact, promulgated by Christina herself in texts and images, as she donned various
guises and attempted to manipulate the public reception of herself as a savvy ruler and cultured
civilian.
Reportedly, upon hearing the corrected news of the birth, the king told his sister “Let us
thank God. This girl will be worth as much to me as a boy. I pray to God to keep her, since He
has given her to me. I wish for nothing else. I am content.”32 King Gustavus’ pragmatic treatment
of Christina as heir is not particularly surprising. At the time of King Gustavus’ marriage to
Christina’s mother, Maria Eleonora of Brandenburg, Sweden was striving to establish itself as a
cultural center. King Gustavus was only the second Swedish king in the Vasa line, and his
diplomats were not particularly fluent in Latin, a skill crucial for diplomacy, and Queen Maria
Eleonora had suffered several failed pregnancies. This made his political power beyond Sweden
shaky at best.33 At the time of Christina’s birth, King Gustavus had engaged Sweden in the Thirty
Years’ War. Due to the insecurity of the Vasa dynasty, as well as the inherently dangerous nature
of war, Gustavus reformed the Senate to ensure Sweden would survive the potential loss of the
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king before Christina had come of age. This reform meant the Riksdag, Sweden’s national
legislature, would have enough power to run the country temporarily and thus avoid the disaster
of being without a king for any length of time. As another precaution, the king charged
Chancellor Oxenstierna (1612-1654) with ensuring Christina would inherit the throne and be
educated accordingly to prepare for it.34 King Gustavus’ forethought proved prudent, as he died in
1632 when Christina was only six.
Christina was educated, as requested by her father, “as a prince.”35 This meant that
Christina’s tutor, Johan Matthiae (1592-1670) provided Christina with a thorough humanist
education. She was well-versed in Latin and French, eventually learning between seven and
eleven languages, depending on the source.36 She was also well-read in science, alchemy,
philosophy, and music. Christina was a lifelong learner and studied all the fields that held the
interest of an aristocratic Renaissance man at the time. Christina’s extensive education became
what Christina referred to in her autobiography as “a pretext to escape the queen, my mother, who
could not bear the sight of me because I was a girl and she said I was ugly.”37 While in Sweden
Christina sought to build her intellectual status and the cultural importance of her court. She
invited world famous philosophers, including René Descartes (1596-1650), who came to
Stockholm in 1649 and stayed until his death. Such well-planned efforts and deep humanistic
training led to the queen being referred to as ‘the Minerva of the North.’
Christina’s interest in collecting surely was the product of her studies and early victory in
the Thirty Years War. At the end of the war, Christina positioned her men in Prague, the imperial
34
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center, and gave orders for them to gather everything in Emperor Rudolf II’s collections and put
them into boats headed to Sweden as quickly as possible.38 Letters from Christina to her men
demanded that they remember to seize Rudolf’s library in addition to the art.39 Simultaneously,
Sweden’s agents were working toward the Westphalian peace accord, which would have
prevented Christina from absconding with Emperor Rudolf II’s treasures. The haul from Prague
brought five hundred paintings, seventy bronze statuettes, three hundred and seventy scientific
instruments, four hundred “Indian curiosities,” as well as coral, ivory, amber, precious stones, and
a live lion.40 Both Gustavus and Christina were highly educated and wanted to increase the
cultural capital of their nation, doing so by expanding the state’s art collection. King Gustavus
Adolphus had performed a similar act of amassing art as war booty when he positioned men to
seize two Holbein canvases at the end of a battle.41 Christina’s ambition, however, seems to have
been less about national pride than about contributing to her own personal delight, as she even
raided Sweden’s national art collection upon abdicating in 1654 and moving to Rome, as shall be
discussed in a later chapter.
Although Christina valued her newfound collection from Prague, it was clear that a few
items were of particular value to her. In a letter Christina wrote:
In fact the whole Prague Gallery is here now. There are really a lot of paintings
but only thirty or forty of the Italians are original. There are some by Albrecht
Dürer and other German masters whose names I do not know. Everyone likes
them very much - except for me, that is. I swear I would give them all away for
a few Raphaels, and even then it would be doing them too much honor.42
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This quotation reveals Christina’s preference for Italian Renaissance works and aesthetics in
defining notions of human and divine beauty. However, it also revealed Christina as having
interest in works and artists with a certain notoriety and international reputation. At this time,
Christina had not yet seen a painting by Raphael. She had come to know of the painter through
engravings and written descriptions, and she followed the international courtly taste for Italian
ideals and aesthetics over the perceived artifice or clunkiness of German Old Masters. This
statement also coincides with the queen’s Catholic leanings, for when Christina did eventually
acquire a painting by Raphael, it was a painting of the Madonna.

Abdication and the ‘King’s’ Two Bodies
In 1654, Christina unexpectedly abdicated the Swedish throne. Furthermore, after her
departure from Sweden, while visiting Schloss Ambras at Innsbruck, Christina publicly converted
to Catholicism. Her abdication became the centerpiece of her personal mythos, as she described it
as a sacrifice intended to cleanse the Vasa line of its sins of leading Protestants in victory against
what she came to believe was Christian orthodoxy and truth. According to her autobiography,
these sins included the Vasa’s bloody history as conquerors and heretics, who spread
Protestantism. In Christina’s narrative, her ancestors were aligned with the Germanic tribes that
caused the fall of Rome.43 Christina described her abdication in the following way:
Instead of complaining about our [the Vasa Dynasty] origin, one must be in agony
and deplore before You, O Lord, the crimes of our forefathers which have been
augmented with the terrible misfortune of heresy. I was the only person left and I
was the sole heir to the throne for which my forefathers had done great and
glorious deeds, mixed with so many crimes and evil deeds, which I alone am left to
make penance for….You commanded me and Kasimir, the last two kings of our
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dynasties, voluntarily and by our own power to relinquish our crowns in Sweden
and Poland.44
Such radical claims of her own place in history brought considerable criticism. It was at this time
that, Christina’s political adversaries began to accuse her of lesbianism, cross dressing, and a
plethora of other slanderous accusations. In order to defend her political position as former
sovereign of Sweden who nonetheless retained her title of ‘King,’ Christina needed to manipulate
her relationship with other social elites and manage her public image carefully.
The pagan figure of Minerva appealed to Christina for a number of reasons. First and
foremost, Minerva was the goddess of wisdom, and Christina was deeply enmeshed in her
humanistic studies rooted in ancient philosophy, bringing the most esteemed scholars and
scientists to her court. But Minerva was also the goddess of war. During Christina’s early reign,
Sweden had been engaged and victorious in the Thirty Years War (1618-48), which began as a
conflict between Protestant and Catholic nation-states, and grew into a political land-grab. In
truth, Christina had little command over the movement of troops; instead these decisions were
made by the Riksdag.45 However, by adopting the persona of the goddess of war and wisdom,
Christina was able to present herself as fully informed and in charge of matters of mind and
warfare alike. Projecting herself as a skilled warrior and tactician is a motif that Christina pursued
over the course of her life, and in her memoirs she makes a point of explaining her joy at playing
war as a child and her natural skill with weapons.46
Minerva’s warcraft was not the only appealing aspect of the goddess. Minerva was also a
virginal goddess, contrasted frequently in ancient literature with her more erotically charged
rivals, Venus and Juno. By eschewing the traditional female spheres of mother, wife, or the
44
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alluring sexual temptress, the goddess Minerva represented an alternative model of female virtue,
strength, and independence. Christina made her desire to do the same, expressing in her memoirs
that she “could not stand to be used by a man.”47
Upon Christina’s abdication, she managed to negotiate a deal with the Riksdag, in which
she was able to retain her royal title.48 Christina’s settlement with the Riksdag resulted in a
notable disconnect between the manner in which she performed her newly revised role as king
and how the role of kingship was traditionally understood. According to the historian Camilla
Kandare, Christina attempted to bridge this divide through her performance and public persona.49
Such self-fashioning, as explained by Stephen Greenblatt, entailed the decorous way of exuding
one’s character, chiefly through costume and carefully selected behaviors shaped by an ease or
dexterity in the fields of art, literature, sports, etc.50 In the case of Queen Christina, careful selffashioning was particularly important, as she was a former ruler, yet navigating still what cultural
historian E.H. Kantorowicz has conceived as the king’s two bodies, that is, her “body-natural”
and a theoretical “body-politic.”51 The body-politic in her case was comprised of her presence as a
ruler and assumed virtues primarily associated with male rulers.
Christina accomplished this construction of identity through ceremony at churches, ballets
and other public events, in which she would follow expected conventions but ignore those
conventions that she perceived to tarnish her agency as ruler. One such example of Christina’s
defiance of decorum was performed on April 28, 1669, when Christina attended the canonization
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ceremony for Pietro d’Alcantara and Maddalena de’ Pazzi. While at the canonization, Christina
remained seated, despite repeated promptings to stand, so that the Monsignor Casale might
surround her with incense, which symbolized the lifting of her prayers to God. Christina’s refusal
to stand, according to her compatriot, Carlo Catari, was to signify her piety, as the gesture was
offered immediately following the first cardinal, instead of all present religious leaders.52 In this
case Christina had been expected to stand, as the ordering of the first cardinal, then the queen,
followed by clergy, had been predetermined based on established rules of decorum, Christina,
however, had subverted this expectation in an attempt to demonstrate the position of royalty
within the Church.53 She also would end up mobilizing objects in her collection and use the
process of collecting itself as means to that end, challenging expectations by establishing her own
persona as a pious and well-educated individual, capable of waging war, collecting masterpieces,
and displaying any content without being corrupted by it. Christina would not be held back by her
sex.
After Christina’s departure from Sweden to Italy in 1654, the country experienced a
dramatic shift in cultural flavor that continued to find expression in the artistic works in the
courtly collection that Christina had left behind, now under a new purview. King Charles X
Gustav (1522 -1660), Christina’s successor, promptly married Hedwig Eleonora of HolsteinGottorp (1636-1715) and set about establishing a line of succession. However, when the king died
in 1655, leaving behind a young son and heir, the dowager Queen Hedwig Eleonora gained
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considerable pull politically and culturally, in being responsible for rearing the young king and
refining the country’s cultural assets, including its art collections. 54 In filling the holes in the
royal collection made by Queen Christina’s departure, Queen Hedwig Eleonora’s taste radically
differed from that of Queen Christina. Where Christina had sought large, sensuous allegories,
mythological paintings, and religious images—Hedwig Eleonora preferred smaller decorative
objects such as marble statuettes, enameled portraits, and ornate furniture, as well as magnificent
building projects.55 Even critics of the new Swedish regime remarked positively on Hedwig
Eleonora’s rebuilding of the collections, noting in particular, how she had paid for her
commissions through her own purse, whereas her predecessor Christina had financed her
collection through the kingdom’s accounts. 56

The Education of a Noble, Learned Lady
We can begin to understand the restrictions and also broad-ranging possibilities of female
collectors in the early modern period through the example set by Isabella d’Este (1474-1539),
whose studiolo in Mantua attracted much attention in its own day and serves as a kind of
touchstone for Christina’s collecting sensibilities and relationship as a female patron-viewer to
mythological and ancient art from the century prior. It is likely that Christina even looked to
Isabella as a direct model for her own positioning as a collector of antiquities and Renaissance
works, and the possibilities and risks inherent therein. Like Christina, Isabella d’Este was an
extensive collector who was highly visible to the public and highly interested in the collection of
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prestigious art by the most esteemed Renaissance artists of her time, as well as antiquities, all
carefully installed within spaces designed for the collection. Many scholars, notably Kenneth
Clark, have cast Isabella and other female collectors as aberrations for their attractions to more
profane objects.57 Stephen J. Campbell, however, has revealed that Isabella's collecting was
perfectly acceptable if justified carefully through a certain kind of education and the manner in
which she conducted her collecting.58
The studiolo was traditionally conceived as a masculine space used by its male owner to
demonstrate his mastery of the world through the labor of the mind and isolated study.59
According to Alberti, the studiolo needed to be free of the “splendor of the soul” to limit possible
distractions from the profane and outside world, while within the studiolo the inhabitant was
expected to contemplate their eternal soul and transcend to higher levels of truth. The various
objects within the studiolo were intended to foster prayer and study of the bible as well as art
history, and other humanities, which were crucial for the act of self-fashioning. It was believed
that the gaze and imagination of women, in particular, needed to be supervised through guidance
and a proper humanistic education, so that they would not be negatively affected or seduced by
the superficial display of lavish items or by the eroticism of pagan mythologies, but rather learn
the virtuous lessons they might impart through the veil of allegory.60 Women who made use of the
studiolo had a complicated relationship with gender expectations and were supposed to cultivate a
kind of distancing of themselves from the usual performances of their gender. As Campbell has
put it, such a woman “must identify femininity as her own and then participate in its vilification.
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Sex must be denied insofar as it was possible and apologized for when it was not.”61 This is the
kind of ambivalent practice that we see Queen Christina intimating in many of her writings about
her own gender and life. Especially when concerned with evaluating the prized traditional female
virtues of chastity and piety, and the question of the nature of female power, the contents and
reception of female collections could be highly fraught, indeed.
In Italy a humanist education was common among the elites, including elite women. In
Sweden, education was reserved solely for the clergy, which made Queen Christina’s extensive
education particularly rare.62 Humanist education was developed in the fifteenth century and
sought to shape a child’s moral character as well as create a citizenry capable of eloquently
communicating and participating in civic life.63 This shaping of moral character was achieved
through the study of the classics to establish a consciousness of the lessons of history and
historical exempla. In addition, humanist scholars were expected to be well-versed in philosophy,
mathematics, grammar, and rhetoric. Importantly many humanists were also members of clergy,
who made use of ancient philosophy in an attempt to better understand early Christian texts and
doctrines, thus allowing for close scholarship of pagan ideas.64 However, this education described
above was the education expected of elite men. Women—even elite women—were rather
restricted in regards to the overall goals of what their humanist education should be. Just as with
boys, girls’ humanist education was intended to shape them into the women society expected, but
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particular emphasis was put on the virtues of chastity, silence and obedience. Girls’ education was
intended to stabilize their character, and as such, exposure to pagan classics was often restricted
and heavily supervised by men. Women were educated, because they were the first educators of
children and thus needed to be properly prepared for such an important role.65 The education of
women was often viewed as problematic, as it held the potential to lead women astray if they
were not properly guided and was only deemed “safe” for women who met societal demands.66
For any women who asserted their independence, like Christina, or Isabella d’Este before her, and
sought to study the classics, it was crucial to prove that their humanist education was strong
enough to keep them from being seduced by pagan heresies and temptations of love and lust.67
Christina’s education was therefore in many ways typical for the elite ruling classes of
Renaissance Italian traditions, but still unusual for Sweden, and atypical for her gender in that she
also was tutored in geography, law, politics, mathematics, and science—additional subjects
deemed appropriate for a male ruler of the time. In particular, Christina followed the latest
scientific discoveries and sought to incorporate such discoveries into her theological knowledge.68
A point of comparison with Christina’s education and collecting sensibilities as a woman
again is Isabella d’Este, whose studiolo confronted similar problematic categories of
representation for the female gaze, namely, antiquities and mythological paintings, and suggested
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possible solutions.69 One of the most famous of Isabella’s paintings was Andrea Mantegna’s
Parnassus (1497) (Fig. 2).70 This decidedly profane image depicts the affair of Venus and Mars
surrounded by Apollo and the Muses, all set on Mt. Parnassus. Parnassus, an actual mountain,
was the mythological site of the Hippocrene Fountain and home of the Muses. It was this site that
was heralded as the source of creativity, and Orpheus's inspiration. Parnassus was also closely
linked to Apollo and his Oracle at Delphi. The negative connotations associated with the myth of
the affair and central nudity of Venus are counterbalanced by Mantegna through the presence of
the Muses, who represent the sources of poetic modes of creativity and inspiration. Mantegna’s
representation of the Muses provides a distancing effect that protects the viewer from any dangers
of enraptured visual allure. They are set back in a landscape and clothed in flowing dresses, less
sensuous than in, for example, Cosmè Tura’s Ferrarese painted cycle of Muses in the Belfiore
studio, who are beginning to undress, but also nearly interchangeable, one with another.71 This
more virtuous portrayal of the Muses by Mantegna for Isabella—all dancing under the watchful
eye of their male supervisor, Apollo—veers away from the affair and encourages the viewer to
place the work on a contemplative level beyond mere desire, featuring the Muses and their central
allegorical role in the image. 72
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An example of how the control of vice under the militant eye of virtue and wisdom
unfolds under more direct allegorical cover is in Mantegna’s Minerva Expelling Vices from the
Garden of Virtue (c. 1500-02), another century painting by the artist in Isabella’s studiolo (Fig. 3).
The painting depicts Pallas—an epithet of Minerva, although sometimes also her sister or
companion—driving various mythical creatures from a garden with a broken lance. The scene is
set within a garden, in which the trees are manicured to form an arcade, and the figures whom
Pallas chases away and into a pond include a centaur, satyrs, insect-winged putti and other
disfigured figures, all of which represent various vices. Behind Pallas is Daphne, as a laurel tree,
wrapped in a scroll with the following words: “Come, divine companions of the Virtues who are
returning to us from heaven, expel these foul monsters of Vices from our seats.”73 Descending
from the heavens on a cloud are three women representing the Virtues: Fortitude, Temperance,
and Justice. Campbell’s deep reading of this piece explores how this image would have been read
by its primary female viewer as moral lesson of virtue over vice. Campbell suggests that
Mantegna’s intention was for Isabella to identify with Pallas.74 However this painting served as
more than just narrative to guide Isabella’s studies, allowing Isabella to explore her interests while
staying within societies expectations of her.75 Art Historian, Molly Bourne, has suggested that
consideration Isabella’s collection should be done in conjunction with that of her husband, and
her collecting represents her position in the Gonzaga Court.76 Ultimately, through Mantegna’s
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conflation of Pallas and Isabella, he elevated Isabella’s status from a mere woman potentially
susceptible to pagan vices to a wise figure capable of properly studying the arts and humanities,
and learning the lessons thereof. Isabella’s conflation of herself with the goddess of wisdom in
1500 sets a prime example for Queen Christina, who we shall see made use herself of a similar
tactic over a century later, adopting the mythical prowess of Pallas-Minerva and constructing an
allegorical viewing stage of Parnassus for her collections.
After her arrival in Rome, Christina held a radically different political and social position
than she had in Sweden as head of state. There was no precedent regarding the decorous way that
a former queen was to behave or be treated. Her act of sacrificing her rule, as well as her Catholic
conversion—formally and symbolically separating herself from her kingdom, with its
longstanding prominence as a champion of Protestantism—had ingratiated her with Pope
Alexander VII (r. 1655-1667), who received her as he would a reigning head of state.77 Although
the pope’s display insured the queen good social standing in Rome, she nevertheless needed to
work to maintain that status and define her new position further through her renewed collecting
practices there. One of the ways Christina accomplished this was by maintaining her moniker of
Minerva of the North as a means of demonstrating the king’s body politic and its transformation.
It was a mythical persona that continued to invoke her learnedness and play with performances of
gender, but now conveyed her role more as a bringer of peace with flourishing arts and culture
than as a victor in war.
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Portraiture and Minerva
Although Christina was not educated explicitly in the fine arts, she learned early on the
political value of art. Immediately after the death of her father, Christina’s inheritance was
uncertain in the minds of the members of the Riksdag, who lived all over Sweden in different
principalities and who were charged with electing Christina to the throne. To the Riksdag,
Christina was a stranger. In response, Chancellor Oxenstierna commissioned a portrait of
Christina at age six, and to aid in persuading any doubters of her legitimacy as heir, the artist
manipulated her features to look as much like her father as possible.78 Michael Le Blon’s
engraving after the court painter Jakob Elbfas, titled Queen Christina in Mourning (Fig. 4),
demonstrates the similarity. In the engraving her long nose, broad forehead, and wide brow are
exaggerated to resemble her father—incidentally, all qualities that her mother later elected to
minimize when commissioning portraits of the young queen for prospective betrothals. In
addition to emphasizing her similarities to the king, Queen Christina is portrayed as a half figure
with a wide collar, which mimicked the most noted portrait of King Gustavus.79 Christina’s dress
is modest, as she is gloved and veiled, yet the young queen is dressed in the finest clothing
befitting of a queen. Despite the modest mourning garb, and exaggerated features to liken her to
her father, Christina is still idealized, with small feminine hands and the hint of a close-lipped
polite smile. This occasion was only the first of many in which Christina and those around her
used visual means to manipulate and shape her public image to productive ends, which also
included finding a suitor. She took the throne November 6, 1632.
Some of the earlier portraits of Christina, commissioned by her mother, were designed to
make her both the epitome of feminine ideals and a powerful future queen. Maria Eleonora
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accomplished this feat through several portraits in which she had her daughter portrayed to mirror
a young Queen Elizabeth I of England (1558-1603), who at the time provided an example of a
powerful Protestant queen who successfully positioned herself upon the throne despite a dubious
line of succession and imprisonment by her half-sister. Additionally, the success of Queen
Elizabeth’s rule was indebted to her advisors upon whom she relied. Dependence on experienced
advisors was a quality particularly important to the Riksdag and her tutors, who even included the
reading of Elizabeth’s biography by William Camden as a part of Christina’s personal training.80
The similarities are particularly clear when we compare Jakob Elbfas’s 1634 portrait of Queen
Christina (Fig. 5) to the 1588 Armada Portrait of Elizabeth (Fig. 6). The Armada Portrait depicts
a fictitious space, in which windows frame the English queen. These windows show the arrival
and defeat of the Spanish fleet. All of the items within the room are symbolically significant,
despite referencing different periods in Elizabeth’s reign. 81 In both portraits the women wear the
same hairstyle decorated with crowns and pins, and they wear extravagant dresses fitting of their
class, while in the background we can see windows that depict references to impressive naval
fleets. Unlike Queen Elizabeth I, who never married, Maria Eleonora favored such feminine
portraits as a tool for arranging a marriage for Christina, as it was ultimately understood that the
durability and nature of a woman’s power were intricately dependent on and intertwined with her
network of male relationships.
Christina, who apparently had no desire to marry, much like Elizabeth I, chose to use her
portraits in an alternative way to Maria Eleonora’s match making agenda, chiefly to demonstrate a
body-politic that was virtuous, wise, and assertive. As a patron, Christina sought to use art,
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particularly portraiture, as a tool for manipulating individual perceptions of her and to influence
her political peers. Kings often used portraiture and its spectacle of costume and attributes of
power, as well as a direct gaze outward, to dazzle and subjugate those who looked at them. On the
other hand, queens such as Christina used portraiture to counteract the social status of a woman as
a submissive subject.82 Christina made use of the lesson of the portrait, notably invoking the
iconography of Minerva. As a young woman, Christina had earned the nickname Minerva of the
North due to her extensive education and constant sojourn into philosophical inquiry; the
comparison to the goddess was particularly apt due to Swedish victories in the Thirty Years War.
Her constant seeking of knowledge helped to bring a number of prominent scholars, including
Descartes, to her court, helping to transform Sweden into the ‘New Athens,’ the cultural
destination for which both she and her father had worked.
To further promote her identification with Minerva and Stockholm’s role as the New
Athens, Christina commissioned portraits and portrait medals in which she was presented as
Minerva, the Greek Athena, patron goddess of Athens. One representative example is the portrait
medal Christina of Sweden as Minerva Pacifera, by Sebastian Dattler from 1649 (Fig. 7). In this
portrait medal Christina appears in full-length wearing the plumed helmet and garb of Minerva.
Her clothing drapes loosely around her, revealing a bare leg and foot. In her left hand is a laurel
wreath for victory. Her right hand reaches out for the branch of an olive tree. The combination of
the laurel leaf and olive tree harken to Christina’s Sweden’s recent victory and promises times of
peace and prosperity under Christina’s wise rule. In such portraits, Christina appropriated the
authority of ancient Greek and Roman works to highlight her own authority as a ruler, and one
overseeing a new Golden Age of learning, culture, and the arts, made possible by hard-won
82
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victories in warfare. She encapsulated this presentation of herself in the portable and replicable
form of a medallion, which she could pass on to allies and rivals alike, activating and extending
her network with such a gift. A commemorative medal of this fashion was not a new practice and
can be compared to a similar one made by Guillaume Dupré in 1603 for Marie de Medici and the
Dauphin (Fig. 8).83 Here Marie de Medici is dressed similarly to Christina in her medal, with
equally flowing all’antica robes, helm, and exposed legs. However, in this composition, the
Minerva figure is not alone, extending her hand to grasp the Dauphin’s hand in lieu of the olive
branch; between them stands a small putto holding a helmet aloft, while an eagle crowns the
couple. The existence of such a tradition eased the way for Christina to establish herself as the
Minerva of the North and disseminate the message widely, inserting it also into the historical
record.
As we will see in the next chapter, Queen Christina’s adoption of mythological personas
extended beyond that of just Minerva. She assumed an array of mythological roles, female and
male, to aide in the adoption of particular traits that allowed her to better position herself among
her interlocutors. Christina’s fondness for mythology and allegory found its roots in her humanist
education and followed her throughout her life in her preferences as a patron and a collector.
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CHAPTER 3
A MARBLE PARNASSUS
In the previous chapter, we looked at Jeremias Falck’s print of Christina, Queen of
Sweden, as Minerva (1649)(Fig.1). In doing so, we explored Christina’s history and her personal
connections to the ideas behind Minerva, leading to her embrace of the image of Minerva to
fashion her own identity. However, Christina’s affinity with Minerva was not the sole instance in
which she likened herself to figures in ancient myths. Within her collection she had a number of
antiquities that served as inspiration for the medals she commissioned containing her own image.
The display of Queen Christina’s collection served as a means and site to represent herself in a
variety of ways. In her lifetime, Christina was famous for her antiquities collection.84 Her interest
in antiquities began with her humanist education, and her collection began with the acquisition of
Emperor Rudolf II’s own collection after the Thirty Year War. However, upon her abdication
Christina left nearly the entirety of her antiquities collection in Sweden and began collecting
entirely anew upon her arrival in Rome. This second antiquities collection was so vast that it filled
nine consecutive rooms on the ground floor of her palace. Each was carefully arranged by the
great Baroque sculptor, Gian Lorenzo Bernini (1598-1680) and his followers, at the request of
Queen Christina to demonstrate various themes. In this chapter I will pay particular attention to
the Sala di Clytie and the Sala dei Muse to argue that the Bernini’s curation of Christina’s
antiquities constructed a marble Parnassus, which positioned Christina as a kind of cultural
overseer of a space of and for artistic inspiration and scholarship. This positioning was achieved
through the procuring of antiquities, many of which were restored and thus transformed in a way
84
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that ironically mirrored Queen Christina’s own spiritual transformation upon her conversion to
Catholicism.

The Mythology
The mythology of Mount Parnassus is expansive.85This actual limestone mountain towers
above Delphi in Greece and is the setting of several important mythological stories. Parnassus
was sacred to the god Dionysus, maker of wine and ecstasy. The mountain was also cited in
Ovid's Metamorphoses as the location where the ark of Deucalion came to rest after the flood.86 In
Homer’s Odyssey, Odysseus recalls Parnassus as the location where he was severely wounded by
a boar as a young boy during a hunt.87 However, to Christina and most artists throughout the
Renaissance and Baroque eras, the most important association with Parnassus was as the home to
Apollo and the Muses, divine figures representative of the liberal arts and of various forms of
poetic expression. Parnassus, marked by the Hippocrene Fountain, was the physical and symbolic
point of origin for artistic and poetic inspiration and production.88 This aspect of Parnassus was
most famously portrayed by Mantegna, as discussed in the previous chapter, in his large painting
for Isabella d’Este’s studiolo, and later by Raphael (1483-1520), Christina’s purported favorite
painter, in the Stanza della Segnatura in 1509 at the Vatican.89 Christina attempted to capture the
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same inspirational quality of Parnassus as the supreme locus amoenus of poetic and artistic
endeavor in her piano terra, location of the space used for the display of her vast collection and
receiving invited guests.
Queen Christina often chose to assert her authority and favorable attributes by adopting
the personas of various mythological figures in her portraits. Apart from her moniker of ‘Minerva
of the North,’ Christina would also affiliate herself with Diana and Apollo, and even Hercules.
Pierre Signac, for example, made thirty-four enameled portraits of the queen, several of which
portrayed her as Diana, the virginal goddess of the hunt who was also ardently opposed to getting
married. In contrast to goddesses, Christina also chose to associate herself with the god Apollo,
the sun god and god of art and music who presided over the Muses on Parnassus. She did this in a
1644 medal in which she is portrayed as “La Reine Soleil” (Fig. 9) through the use of a phoenix
being reborn under a prominent sun.90 Christina was a prolific patron of both the visual and
performing arts, but she also was interested in testing the limits of gender and androgyny. As
discussed previously, Minerva, as a goddess of wisdom and war, was a particularly masculine
goddess not presented as vulnerable to the affairs and sexual dalliances of the gods, but
conversely, Apollo was often viewed as a somewhat feminized god, a beardless and youthful
figure.
The ambiguity of gender associations may have appealed to Queen Christina due to her
own expressions about the perceived limits of female power and capabilities. Additionally,
Christina may have enjoyed how the blurred association of gender and restrained sexuality, or
even androgyny, fit well into the mythology surrounding her character. What may have been most
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important to her was the ease with which she could switch associations. For example, in 1653,
Christina commissioned Jeremias Falck to make an engraving of her that portrayed her father as
Zeus riding upon an eagle handing her the club attribute of Hercules (Fig. 10).91 Apart from once
again steering Christina’s persona into a heavily masculine identity—and in the case of Hercules,
as a figure associated with the civilizing forces of his labors to rid lands of monsters—this image
also strongly reaffirms her birthright as the ruler of Sweden. It further assures the viewer that the
Vasa line from which she was descended ruled by unbroken divine right. Although Christina
chose to abdicate her throne, the theme of her divine authority perpetuates throughout her chosen
means of self-representation.
Scholarship on Christina often focuses on her psychology and veil of self-hatred as
reasons for a great deal of Christina’s seemingly outlandish or indecorous behavior. This point of
view is perpetuated by Christina herself, through her autobiography, in which she claimed “[she]
had an overwhelming aversion to everything that women do and say. I despised everything
belonging to my sex, hardly excluding modesty and propriety.’”92 At one point she even referred
to being born a woman as “the worst defect of all.”93 However, it seems this was likely a
manipulation of her persona to better allow a fluid transition between male and female personas—
an expansive strategy of self-fashioning perhaps more than one of denial or negation. In the
previous chapter we saw how Isabella d’Este had used her studiolo and its ancient and pagan
contents to disrupt and challenge what was seen as traditional female propriety. Along similar
lines, Christina’s apparent self-loathing may have been merely a useful tool to justify her vast
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collection of ancient materials and subjects and her lavish lifestyle, and to enhance her claims to a
different sort of power than political rule: that is, cultural power.

Collecting as a Political Tool
The way Christina chose to display her collection was equally important as the content.
The installation of her collection constructs particular narratives, not only between objects but
also between Christina and visitors as they interacted within those rooms. This interpretation is
built off the work done by Lilian Zirpolo and descriptions composed by Tessin.94 Christina’s
ability to morph into a variety of mythological figures is important for understanding how
Christina chose to display her expansive collection. Although her first antiquities collection was
largely abandoned when she abdicated and moved to Rome, we can see the beginning of ideas
that were crucial for the metaphors established in the piano terra in her Palazzo Riario in Rome.
Queen Christina’s first antiquities collection has not been particularly well recorded and
seems to have served a slightly different purpose than her second collection. Christina expanded
her first collection with the help of several collectors and agents, who also aided in diplomatic
maneuvers. When Christina was dissatisfied with the items they purchased for her, she freely
gave them away as part of the gift economy to accrue political support and deepen social
networks.95 For example, Christina sent Mathias Palbitzki, her tutor and later agent, to Italy in
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1649 for diplomatic and artistic purposes. He returned the following year with twenty-nine pieces
to add to her collection. Among the items he brought with him were marble statues and plaster
casts, as well as several paintings of ancient ruins.96 With additional acquisitions by her agent
Michel Le Blon and others, Christina’s antique marble collection in Stockholm reached about two
hundred pieces. Judging from the pieces Christina kept when she went to Rome, she seemed to
prefer objects with an interesting provenance indicative of her social and political access and
taste. One such example is a bust of the ancient poet Anacreon, which had belonged to Nicolas
Rockox, the burgomaster of Antwerp and friend of the courtly artist Peter Paul Rubens. Christina
was aware that Rockox and Rubens had written to each other regarding the authenticity of that
particular piece, thus giving the piece a history that was unique from other antiques. She kept the
majority of the antiques and marbles in this first collection in the royal library in Stockholm.
Although plans were made in 1649 to enlarge the castle and design a new space precisely to house
the collection, which she referred to in letters as a “marble Parnassus,” the plans were abandoned
by the queen once she abdicated.97 When she moved to Rome to relocate in the Palazzo Riario,
the majority of her antiquities collection remained in Stockholm, but was lost when the castle
caught fire in 1697.98
Despite having abandoned her throne and the majority of her antiquities in Stockholm,
Christina never abandoned the idea of creating a “marble Parnassus.” When she settled at the
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was again accomplished with the help of a number of agents who made purchases on her behalf.
She also funded excavations in order to position herself at the forefront of the discovery of
authentic antiquities.99 One of Christina’s most famous collecting agents was the painter and
antiquarian Giovanni Pietro Bellori (1613-1696), who authored his own version of Lives of the
Artists in 1672. He described Christina’s fervor to collect the best antiquities in the following
way:
Having learned that a foreigner wished to buy the beautiful ancient statue group of
Castor and Pollux, reputedly the most outstanding in Rome, and take them to
distant lands, Carlo himself [Christina’s agent] offered to pay whatever price was
required to prevent this disgrace. He proposed to place them on the Campidoglio
with other esteemed statues in that place, as a gift to the Roman Senate. But having
offered the idea to his lord, Cardinal Azzolino, the latter proposed it to Queen
Christina of Sweden, herself an admirer of such curiosities and of every noble
study, and she immediately wrote a letter to Carlo in her own hand, ordering him
to complete the purchase promptly on her behalf.100
In this anecdote Queen Christina is presented as having an adamant desire to possess the best
antiquities in Rome and to prevent their departure from the magnificent city. By emphasizing that
the letter was written immediately in Christina’s own hand, Bellori implied an urgency in
Christina’s desire to possess the absolute best. This piece, now known as the San Ildefonso group
(Fig. 11), was originally called Ludovisi Dioscuri during the initial transaction documents and
was purchased in 1678 for one thousand scudi.101 It was housed in room seven of the piano terra.
The transaction also emphasizes Christina’s personal role in the collecting process, despite having
a number of agents who were responsible for the acquisition of new masterpieces.
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While in Rome Christina made transactions through a number of collecting agents and
contacts to build her new marble Parnassus. Her first agent was Lucas Holstenius (1596-1661),
who had been the librarian at the Vatican Library and had received her at Innsbruck for her
conversion.102 Holstenius served Christina until his death in 1661. Christina’s decision to hire
Holstenius was useful, as his position in the Catholic Church gave him a degree of prestige and
approval that Christina found favorable, especially when dealing in pagan antiquities. His service
to her coincided with Bellori’s publication on Nota delli musei (1664), which described major
Roman collections, including Christina’s.103 Bellori mentions the collection of Christina at a
number of points, making particular reference to her libraries, her antiquities, and her Renaissance
medals. It was in 1677 when Bellori officially became Christina’s librarian, antiquarian, and
custodian of medals, a position he held until Christina’s death twelve years later.104
It is worthwhile to consider further Bellori’s publication, Nota delli musei, libererie, et
ornamenti statue e pitture ne’ palazzi, nelle case e ne’ giardini di Roma, as a seventeenth-century
guidebook on collecting and its implications for Christina’s own conceptualization of the
performance of collecting. The guidebook provided Bellori an opportunity to discuss the greatest
examples of antiquities, early modern collections, and libraries around Rome, their display and
the best categories to use for cataloguing even lesser objects for the purposes of comparative
study. It is telling that Bellori chose to use the term musei, the root for museum, when describing
these places. The museum in its most basic etymology is the place in which the Muses dwell, in
other words, a metaphorical Parnassus bringing together ancient and modern objects, as well as
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objects of nature, for inspiration and the production of new knowledge.105 In fact these early
collections form the origins of today’s museums, spaces existing between the public and private
spheres, especially in the case of Queen Christina, who used her piano terra as a reception space
for esteemed visitors. As we shall see, the members of academies who met in Christina’s
collection on the ground floor were intended to use the space and its installed objects to elevate
themselves to philosophical thought and inquiry, much as the Muses had done.

Displays Fit for a Queen
The construction of a space for the display and viewing of antiquities was as important as
the objects themselves. Christina began extensive renovations to the palace in order to
accommodate the display of her collection and suit the self-image she wished to choreograph for
visitors.106 We understand the layout and decoration of the piano terra from written descriptions
made by visiting dignitaries, as well as by its reassemblage by Livio Odescalchi (1652-1713),
who purchased the collection in its entirety following Christina’s death and labored to preserve
Christina’s arrangement.107 The first occasion in which the piano terra is described during
Christina’s lifetime is by Nicholas Tessin (1654-1728) in 1673. A Swedish architect and agent of
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Christina’s successor Queen Hedwig Eleonora, Tessin described the objects housed in the piano
terra and offered interpretations of the thematic thrust of the rooms. These rooms were arranged
with the guidance of her friend, the sculptor Bernini, and perhaps her associate Bellori, though
Bellori would not come to be in Christina’s employ for four more years. According to Tessin, all
of the antiquities galleries were painted with illusionistic outdoor landscapes in order to give the
statues an “arcadian setting.”108 By placing the statues in a painted simulated Arcadian locale,
Christina essentially transformed the viewing context to one that extended beyond the meaning
and confines of her palatial home and the viewers’ ‘here and now.’ By referencing Arcadia, the
mythological home of the Greek god Pan and familiar early modern trope for the harmonious
pastoral setting of music and poetry, Christina created a liminal space that transcended the present
notion of time and invoked the eternal mythic past, a world in which it was possible to be in the
presence of more than mere humans.
According to Tessin, the rooms of the piano terra were named and organized around a
central sculptural group or motif.109 The first room of the piano terra contained a statue of
Apollo, fauns and a statue of a young woman. The seventh room was the Stanziola del Bagno, or
a bathroom with fountains featuring a bathing Venus, and two large marble basins, and the eighth
room contained the San Ildefonso group of Castor and Pollux, as well as the Panisperna Venus.
The Panisperna Venus was displayed on a wooden pedestal carved with battle scenes.

A Room of Transformation
The sixth room of Christina’s collection revolved around a large reclining figure, which
Tessin referred to erroneously as Dying Cleopatra, an understandable misidentification
108
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considering the Egyptian pharaoh Cleopatra was the best known ancient female ruler in the early
modern period. Though Cleopatra would be a suitably politically savvy model for Christina,
Christina nevertheless sought other means than her sexual wiles to manipulate admiring visitors
from near and far.110 The sculpture, however, is now believed to depict the nymph Clytie (Fig.
12), due to details of Bellori’s notes on the subject.111 Clytie was a water nymph who had fallen in
love with Helios, the Titan god of the sun and therefore a kind of alternative to Apollo, but she
was abandoned by him for Leucothea, the daughter of Orchamus and Clytie’s sister. Clytie
retaliated by telling Leucothea’s father about the affair, who in turn put the nymph to death.
Instead of winning back Helios’ love, the god rejected Clytie, so in anger the nymph flung herself
to the ground where she stayed for nine days before transforming into a heliotrope, a flower that
follows the sun.112 In the Sala di Clytie, as the room is now called, Clytie lies on her pedestal with
her head lifted to the ceiling where a sun had been painted, and plants poke through her limbs.
Art historian Hans Henrik Brummer has read this room not simply as another referent to a
sun god, but as a direct reference to Christina’s conversion to Catholicism and the state of her
soul.113 Reading the myth through the lens of Neo-Platonic symbols, Brummer links Helios to
God and the sunflower to the soul, with the flower’s mythical ability to track the sun indicating
the soul’s devotion to God.114 As only the hips of the statue were actually ancient—the rest of the
sculpture was restored by the sculptor Gulio Cartari (active in Rome 1665-1680) — Christina and
her restorers had considerable agency in transforming the figure to be identifiable as Clytie in a
way that made possible such a Christian conversionary interpretation otherwise not inherent in the
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figure group.115 Additionally, Queen Christina had some more personalized relationships with
sun iconography. While this Christian symbolism was lost on Tessin, his interpretation of the
reclining female figure as the death throes of an ancient queen who had overpowered with love
even the most commanding Roman leaders (Julius Caesar and Marc Antony) opens the possibility
that the statue elicited multiple contemporary interpretations reflecting Christina’s identity.
Queen Christina’s self-identification with imagery of the sun does not originate in the Sala
di Clytie. I have already mentioned the 1644 medal commissioned by Christina, in which she was
depicted as “La Reine Soleil” using the attributes of Apollo (Fig. 9). Many of these and other
medals for Christina are inscribed with the phrase “Nec falso nec alieno,” or ‘never false, never
borrowed,’ reaffirming that this correlation to the sun also invoked Queen Christina’s legitimacy
and divine right to rule.116 Cartari, the artist responsible for Clytie’s restoration, even recycled the
use of sun imagery for his bust portrait of Christina, which was placed in the ninth chamber of the
piano terra (Fig. 13). On this bust he used the sun emblem as the agrafe on the shoulder of the
queen.117
Clytie is not the only sculpture installed in the sixth room. According to Tessin, the figure
was surrounded by seven antique statues, eleven antique busts and a female bust carved by a
young Bernini.118 Of those statues we know two to have been of Hercules, two of Zeus, an
allegorical figure of Roma and one of the busts was that of Alexander the Great.119 As already
discussed, the printmaker Jeremias Falck had presented Christina as a new Hercules figure whose
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sovereignty and near divine status was established through her birth. The presence of Alexander
the Great is also an interesting addition, as Christina had studied the emperor closely and even
published a book of maxims also containing a biography of the leader.120 The presence of these
figures around the Clytie-Cleopatra sculpture suggest that despite her abdication, Queen Christina
continued to invoke and maintain her royal heritage, sovereignty, and overall extraordinary status
above others.

A Position of Power
The fifth room, the Sala delle Muse, was connected to the Sala di Clytie, and is by far the
most interesting as an expression of Christina’s self-fashioning. According to Tessin’s accounts,
which are confirmed by Odeleschi’s later records, The Sala delle Muse contained eight life-sized
seated female figures, which were symmetrically distributed throughout the room. Two statues
faced inward from each of the four walls (Fig. 14-16). These sculptures were purportedly
excavated from Hadrian’s Villa in Tivoli, one of the many excavations sponsored by Christina.121
At the center of the room sat Apollo presiding over eight of these nine Muses, as he would have
done on Mt. Parnassus. The Apollo with Lyre was a modern sculpture commissioned by Christina
from Francesco Maria Nocchiere in 1681.122 In addition to the frescoed walls, which brought an
outdoor setting to the scene, the ceilings were painted by Francesco Grazini and featured a flying
Pegasus, the horse whose hoof had opened up the Hippocrene Spring on Parnassus as the source
of creation, and therefore of poetry and art.123 Additionally, the floors of the room were lavishly
covered with green majolica tiles—a further nod to the simulated pastoral setting—and there were
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sixteen yellow marble columns supporting a cornice that held busts of Roman emperors. The
splendor of this room was put to use, as this is where Christina installed a throne for herself
directly across from Apollo. From here she would receive visiting dignitaries under her watchful
gaze.124 Thus, she positioned herself quite literally in a locus of mythic proportion, as a cohort of
gods, counterpart to Apollo and patron of the arts, watched by—or perhaps as part of an implicit
continuum of—the ancient Roman emperors.
As we have seen Christina’s self-presentation shift fluidly, or metamorphose, among
different male and female models from antiquity, it is noteworthy that in this space she also could
be understood as one of the Muses. Interestingly, only eight of the nine Muses were represented
in the statues in the Sala delle Muse, with one glaringly absent.125 As in the Sala di Clytie, many
details of the sculptures, including each Muse’s attributes, were added by the seventeenth-century
restorers working under her, thus making it possible to identify Melpomene, the Muse of Tragedy,
as the single missing Muse. Stephanie Walker has interpreted this conspicuous absence as an
intentional hole that was to be filled by Queen Christina herself any time that she entered the
room and took her seat upon the throne across from Apollo.126 Melpomene has two possible
attributes, the mask of tragedy and the club of Hercules.127 Once again invoking Hercules,
Christina’s near divinity and birthright is emphasized in this dynamic figure group. Additionally,
the origin of Melpomene as the Muse of Tragedy was rooted in an earlier identification as the
Muse of Singing, but her role was expanded to encompass Tragedy due to the close affinity
between song and Greek tragic plays. Thus by invoking the persona of Melpomene, Christina
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references her own performance of her public persona and desire to be inserted into historical
memory. Furthermore, as the Sala delle Muse and the rest of the piano terra were always kept
open to elite guests and were visited by many traveling dignitaries, it is clear that the high degree
of visibility of Christina’s antiquities collection was critical to the presentation of her home as a
modern day Parnassus inspiring both art and learning.128

A Functioning Plan
The role of the Palazzo Riario as a modern day Parnassus was enacted not only through
the visual allusions created by the Sala delle Muse. Throughout her life in Rome, Christina
founded and funded a number of academies specializing in a number of fields. In the Renaissance,
academies much like those established by Christina, were circles of scholars and cohorts who
focused their studies on particular disciplines under the patronage of a wealthy leader. To be the
head of these academies signified a high degree of influence and social prestige. Christina
founded the first of her academies in 1656 at the Palazzo Farnese before she moved to Palazzo
Riario.129 The second was the Accademia dell’ Esperienza in 1667, and the third academy
established by Queen Christina was the Accademia Reale in 1674.130 In 1686 Christina
established the Accademia di Scultura and appointed Balestra to be the head of the organization.
While director of the Accademia, Balestra made several sculptures to supplement Christina’s
collection. The role and vision of the academy was also highly influenced by Christina’s chief
antiquarian and consultant, Bellori, who shaped Christina’s collection by helping Christina to
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acquire higher quality antiques and arrange, and rearrange them in a meaningful way.131 Queen
Christina’s decision to open the Palazzo Riario up for the Accademia di Scultura and for the other
academies was a political move that allowed her to position herself as patron and participant
among the brightest minds of her day. It also allowed her to establish her residence as a modern
day Parnassus, while simultaneously reaffirming her old moniker as ‘Minerva of the North,’
goddess of wisdom.
In Christina’s youth and education she had become intimately aware of the latent
symbolism and flexible meanings found in ancient myths. Thanks to her father’s insistence on a
humanist education for his daughter, Christina was well-versed in history and mythology, as well
as the possibility of inserting her position along the continuum between the ancient past and
modern present. Her mother, in turn, had taught Christina, how to fashion herself as a queen to
her people through the commissioning of portraits and other art works. Christina had made use of
these lessons well once she arrived in Rome without a sovereign country. Thus, as she began to
build her new antiquities collection, she consciously shaped its content based on items that would
demonstrate the most prestige, whether through an esteemed provenance and social network or
through its authentic antiquity. When she had objects with unclear symbolism or in fragmented
condition, as the Clytie group, she hired artists to restore the pieces so that she could manipulate
their meaning through their display. Leonard Barkan’s work in Renaissance display articulates
how in the fifteenth century viewers began to imbue the remnants of statues with historical names
and thus confer special significance to the objects for their own purposes and desires, while
simultaneously honoring the artistic skills of the ancient makers and modern restorers.132
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Christina was able to build an extensive collection and installation that engaged and persuaded the
privileged viewers who wandered through it to form a particular relationship with her. Christina's
clever manipulation of her audience is best exemplified in the Sala delle Muse, where her
presence on the throne encouraged her visitors so see her as the Muse Melpomene and to establish
a direct comparison to the god Apollo. The presence of the Accademia di Scultura held at the
Palazzo Riario further ensured that her marble Parnassus was indeed a place of inspiration and the
creation of new knowledge.
In the next chapter we shall see that Christina had created with her collection a new
Parnassus that was sacred not only to Apollo and the Muses, but also to Dionysus, the god of
wine and enabler of love and lust who frolicked on its slopes. This other aspect of Parnassus lent
itself well to some of Christina’s more controversial decorative choices for more privileged
visitors on the second floor.
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CHAPTER 4
EROS AT WORK
As we have seen, Christina made use of a wide variety of mythical tropes and images to
mediate her representation to the world. Where the piano terra was home to Christina’s
antiquities collections and was used as a formal reception area and space for the meeting of
various academies, the piano nobile, or second floor (in American usage), was a more privileged
reception space, and the themes of the decorations shifted dramatically. The most common motifs
found in Christina’s collected works on this floor were that of physical and emotional love. The
allegory of love may seem a particularly odd thematic choice as Christina’s abdication was
partially connected to her refusal to marry. Venus, Eros, and infamous pairs of lovers are located
throughout her palace in Rome, but the room in which the theme of sensuality was most
dramatically represented was the Stanza dei Quadri (‘room of paintings’). Despite the Stanza dei
Quadri’s radical thematic departure from what was presented on the piano terra, the room also
served to create a particular dynamic of power between Queen Christina and her guests.
Purportedly, Queen Christina was keenly aware of the startling response her chamber evoked
from her guests and would hide within the chamber so that she could witness her guests’
immediate reactions without them being aware of her presence.133 I propose that the use of the
erotic motif was a technique both to destabilize the queen’s mostly male visitors and also to serve
as a reminder that the queen was no mere impressionable woman in need of protection or
dependent on male guidance. Instead, thanks to her humanist education and patronage of several
academies, she was a person well-versed in the lessons of ancient myth, as well as in philosophy
and Christian theology.
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Body Image Problems and the Female Nude
The second floor was home to the library and several painting galleries. Most notably, it
featured the main Stanza dei Quadri, also sometimes referred to as the Grosse Gemach or the
Grand Chamber, which held the most spectacular of Christina’s paintings.134 A more private
space than the piano terra, it nevertheless also would have been a space for entertaining those
more privileged visitors invited to gaze upon its splendor and tantalizing decorations. One of the
queen’s employees claimed that it was not uncommon for him to give tours of the room to groups
of up to ten people at a time.135 However, Christina’s Grand Chamber subverted the expectations
held of an elite woman’s décor, in that nearly all of the paintings on display in this space were
sensuously depicted scenes of nudity, seductions, and love affairs from Greek and Roman
mythology.
The collecting of nudes and sensuous subjects was an acceptable pursuit for men and
occasionally for women, but only if done ‘correctly.’ Typically, such scenes would have been
housed in more private chambers or covered with a curtain to allow for dramatic reveals and to
protect the purity of women and other individuals presumed to be too weak-willed to witness such
images responsibly.136 Generally, such works in a female collection were acceptable if her tastes
were scholarly and intellectualizing, rather than aesthetic and superficially about beauty.137 Queen
Christina’s librarian, Giovanni Bellori, only listed two other women in his guidebook of the best
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collections in Rome: Marchessa Felice Zacchia Rondinini (1593-1667) and Marchesa Christina
Dugliolo Angelelli, another contemporary of Christina’s.138 Both women were widows and
collected works that focused on either their family or Christian piety. Even the example of
Isabella d’Este, as discussed earlier, who also collected objects of antiquity and modern painted
mythologies, introduced an acceptable model of a demanding female patron who commissioned
specific paintings she believed had “beautiful meaning,” in other words a moralizing message.139
Isabella’s preference for clothed figures—also evident in her letter to Perugino expressing her
disappointment in his decision to leave his Venus nude—suggests that she was in fact interested
in scholarship, with an emphasis on virtue.140 In contrast, the paintings in Christina’s Grand
Chamber, however, seemingly little to invoke the Vasa family line, and few recalled her religious
conversion.
We know about the contents and arrangement of the Grand Chamber from a number of
descriptions made by Queen Christina’s various visitors, as well as several inventories made in
preparation of the sale of the collection. Nicodemus Tessin described the chamber and its contents
when he made during his trip to Rome, and Lorenzo Belli composed an inventory in 1689 after
Christina’s death in preparation for its sale.141 Additionally Bellori, who would later become her
librarian, had included descriptions of Christina’s collection in his guidebook, Nota delli Musei,
Librerie, Gallerie & Ornamenti di Statue, e pitture, ne’Palazzi nelle Case, e ne’ Giardini di Roma
(1664).142 While Belli’s inventory is the most useful to us to know precisely which paintings hung
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in the Grand Chamber, Tessin’s and Bellori’s descriptions are invaluable for understanding the
arrangement of the works within the space.
What is notable about Queen Christina’s collection, apart from its sensuous nudes, is that
these paintings represent some of the most famous names of the Italian Renaissance. Among the
fifty paintings that hung in the Stanza dei Quadri, Queen Christina had eleven works by Paolo
Veronese, four of which were allegories of love, and the rest of which depicted various
mythological stories of the loves and lusts of the gods. Christina also had eleven paintings by
Titian (1488-1576), which included The Three Ages of Man, The Death of Actaeon, two paintings
of Mary Magdalen (most sensuous of Christian figures), and five paintings of Venus. There were
five paintings also by or after Antonio Allegri da Correggio (1480-1532)—the most racy of
Renaissance painters!—of which four represented the throes of various sexual encounters. The
chamber also included portraits by some of the finest painters, not least Titian and Anthony van
Dyck (1599-1641), despite her usual preference for Italian over northern artists. Additionally
there were six paintings by Giulio Licinio (1527-1591), all of which were described as scenes
from Roman history. Christina considered her most prized possession to be her only work by
Raphael Sanzio da Urbino (1483-1520), the Madonna del Passeggio.143
In terms of their installation and display, we know that Veronese’s four large Allegories of
Love (1575) loomed overhead, hanging on the ceiling (Figs. 18-21) and serving to define the
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experience of the room and its overall conceptual frame.144 On a lower level beneath the ceiling
hung six more Veronese paintings. As a result, these paintings dominated the décor and set the
tone of the room. The lower sections of the chamber held a larger variety of images, mixing
together portraiture, religious works, history paintings, and mythological paintings, particularly
those of a sexual nature. Of the fifty paintings in the Grand Chamber, twenty-two featured images
of Venus, Cupid, rape scenes, or the love affairs of the Greek gods. The variety of myths
represented in the Grand Chamber suggest that the room was intended to be studied by its
inhabitants and allowed for multiple meanings to be gleaned, though with particular emphasis on
the vagaries and enchantments of love. The disparate meanings of the paintings and sculptures, as
well as the sense of repetition around a dominant theme in multiple facets, encouraged the viewer
continuously to make new connections between the images.
The Grand Chamber has been interpreted in a variety of ways. For some critics in
Christina’s own time it seemed to serve as a reflection of her questionable character. The
ostentation and indecorous subjects of the Grand Chamber helped to fuel rumors spread by her
political enemies that she was a lesbian, a cross-dresser, or even secretly a man!145 These
allegations against Queen Christina were heightened by her supposed affair with Ebba (Belle)
Spare (1629-1662) while she was still in Sweden.146
To be sure, nearly all of the eleven Veronese paintings in the room were of a sensual, even
tempting nature. If we view the four Allegories of Love—Respect (Fig. 17), Unfaithfulness (Fig.
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18), Happy Union (Fig. 19), and Scorn (Fig. 20)—as setting the interpretive framework for the
entire room due to their enormous size and their position overlooking its occupants, it is useful to
analyze a selection of these painted works to better understand the overarching tone and motif of
the Stanza dei Quadri .147
The Allegory of Love: Respect, is perhaps most evocative of the series. The dramatic scene
is rendered using a mixed system of perspective, which uses recession and foreshortening to
extend the view to include the ceiling as well as the central action. The primary figures include a
bearded man in a yellow tunic and green cape coming upon a nude woman reclining on
sumptuous red satin cloth. He appears struck off balance, as a putto attempts to disarm the man,
pulling his sword from its sheath and gesturing toward the reclining woman. In the same hand, the
putto clenches his golden arrow of love and points suggestively between the woman’s legs, which
are splayed, visible only to the man. The role of the seemingly sleeping woman is literally pointed
out by the putto, her sensuousness heightened by the reflective satin, the arm behind her head,
which lifts her breasts into a more prominent posture, and her right hand, which grips at a twisted
sheet beneath her. The man appears caught in a moment of surprise or indecision, struck by the
lure and beauty of the nude figure who sleeps unawares, and at the same time pulled back by his
companion and sense of decency. This painting is visually divided into two portions, the left
seeming to depict Christian morals and restraint, while the right is an erotic vision of temptation,
a kind of modern reenactment of original sin.
Veronese’s Allegory of Love: Unfaithfulness also depicts the fraught pleasures of love and
beauty in a way that similarly implicates the viewer. Here in a garden setting, a nude woman is
seated centrally upon a stone bench, her luxurious green drapery having fallen from her body to
147
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reveal the sensuous curve of her backside and distinctive outline of her form. She faces away
from the viewer, exposing her long back and the profile of her face as she is fully engaged with
the two male figures who confront her, caught in the middle. To her right a bearded man holds
tightly onto her outstretched hand. This bearded man and the nude woman appear to be the same
couple portrayed in Respect. To her left is a younger unbearded man dressed smartly in
fashionable pink velvet who reaches for the woman’s other hand, passing a love note or deck of
playing cards between them, indicating that they are caught in an affair.148 Two putti echo the
roles of the male suitors, one clinging to the woman’s leg to stop her departure, while the other
courts her in the game of love by playing a harpsichord. The scene warns of love as a corrupting
force, which could lead even the most honorable men astray and devastate the most loyal of heart.
Even the presumed male beholder is cast in the scene, taking up a third position with the
privileged view from behind and therefore made susceptible to the same allure and heartbreak of
the other two rivals. Although these images may have moralizing undertones in their references to
love, the more prominent motif of these images are the sexual encounters, which are either about
to happen, or have been interrupted. These scenes, as well as the other two in the cycle, have been
interpreted to represent conflicting aspects of love. However, their imagery seems to suggest the
lingering dangers of love and the enthralled gaze that it invites.149
Biermann, however, has tempered the visual seduction enacted by Veronese’s paintings,
arguing that when considered in context with the rest of the works in the Grand Chamber,
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Veronese’s nudes were a part of a larger program not just of love but also of virtue.150 “Paintings
depicting sensual love and erotic seduction are juxtaposed with renderings of renunciation and
abstinence as in the Veronese's allegories.”151 These four allegories have a particularly moralizing
message that complied with a Catholic ethos.152 Biermann’s claim is supported by the presence of
the Raphael painting, the Madonna del Passaggio, as well as a bronze head of Alexander the
Great, who had been one of Christina’s chosen role models as a leader in war and its rewards in
art and the intellectual life. These non-sexual objects help remind the viewer that there are lessons
to be learned from all of the myths and allegories represented. Thus to Biermann, repeated
moralizing overtones could account for the excessive breach of decorum, which is perhaps
partially true.
However, Biermann’s interpretation does not take into full consideration Queen
Christina’s decision to display such an outrageous arrangement that deliberately seems to play up
the tensions and discomforts of viewing visually seductive images. The sensual aspects of the
paintings in the room—in terms of subject matter and the lusciousness of the paint technique and
application of colors—can not be denied. Rather than suppress the evocative aspects of desire
through a strictly intellectualizing approach to the paintings as moralizing allegories, we might
consider how the room actually functioned as a space that used such tensions to hold the viewers
spellbound by images on all sides, and what that might suggest about Christina’s construction of
her own image. Whether true or not, the anecdote of Queen Christina hiding within the room to
watch her guests’ stunned reactions is quite remarkable. Such stories suggest that at least one of
the purposes of this highly choreographed room was to captivate and shock unsuspecting viewers,
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upsetting their expectations that the queen, a woman, could behave in such a manner as the owner
and primary viewer of such works.
Considered in this way that acknowledges a destabilizing tension at work under the
queen’s own gaze, the selection of these images seems perhaps less to be about sexual desire as a
desire to possess the accoutrements of male power, and that included the ability to possess art and
define culture—and define oneself in whatever space that might be. In Queen Christina’s
memoirs, she states “that although her body was female her soul was entirely male.”153 Although
Christina maintained her title as Queen, she was in fact a sovereign without a land and had to
maintain her power through complex social networks. Queen Christina and other women of her
time, such as Maria Mancini Colonna, cultivated those social networks through patronage of the
performing arts at social events. Some of these events were held in the Grand Chamber
surrounded by her allegorical paintings. However, she positioned herself above other women as a
queen who subverted the usual decorum of a female patron and therefore conducted herself boldly
in certain ways almost as a man.154 Additionally, she took advantage of her rank as queen to
arrange a public theater in Rome, a typically male space of potential moral danger (not unlike that
posed by viewing alluring images of the pagan gods or of nude women), and she was the only
woman who could attend. Her patronage of public events and of more exclusively private displays
in her Grand Chamber served to forge and expand social networks while at the same time
asserting a measure of control over other actors through manipulative and destabilizing viewing
experiences that upset the conventions of gender and gendered power.
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Thus the Grand Chamber demonstrates the queen’s continued agency and authority even
after she abdicated her throne and found herself in a foreign land—an authority made manifest
and performed in her every act, including the execution of Marquis Monaldeschi, her attempt to
regain a sovereign land via Naples (to which Bernini’s sculpture perhaps alluded), and the
installation of the Grand Chamber itself. Such an explanation could be supported by other clusters
of images displayed in the room. Veronese's Allegory of Wisdom and Strength, and The Rape of
Europa, Licino’s scenes of Roman history, the head of Alexander the Great, Portrait of a Doge,
and Titian’s Portrait of a Man Wearing a Black Beret (often interpreted to be a portrait of Cesare
Borgia) are all images that convey a theme of (male) power and the assertion of power.155
Christina’s collection in Rome was almost as much of a slippery unresolvable enigma as
she was. The pieces she gathered were items perhaps more aligned with what one might have
expected of a great male collector, and thus that is exactly what she collected. The featured Grand
Chamber was full of sensual nudes that were displayed rather publicly and without shame or the
filter of covered curtains. This was not what was expected of female collectors. However, her
collection made sense for her. Christina spent her life learning how to construct a public persona
for herself, mobilizing female and male exempla equally from antiquity and myth, and shifting
adeptly from one to another to shape her own world. The collection she put together in Rome
made use of that knowledge and resulted in the display of Christina's desire to buck the
conventional expectations of the impressionable and passive female viewer to bear instead the
trappings of male power under her own controlling gaze and constructed decorated spaces.

Drink and Desire, the Pleasure of Viewing
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Among the most prized and provocative items in Christina’s collection that featured a
nude Venus and that likely was installed in another gallery on the second floor was “Sine Cerere
et Baccho friget Venus” (Without Ceres and Bacchus, Venus Would Freeze) (Fig. 21) by Hendrik
Goltzius (1558-1617).156 It is one of the few works by a northern artist that Christina had brought
with her from Stockholm to Rome and a work that she had taken from the defeated Emperor
Rudolf II from his collection in Prague.157 Although documents do not indicate where or how
precisely this so-called “pen work” was installed, it almost certainly held pride of place as one of
her most prominent and original works of art, and therefore also should be considered in light of
her larger efforts of self-fashioning through the act of collecting. The painting Without Ceres and
Bacchus fits into an established pattern of stimulating subject matter for Christina that challenges
her association as the cerebral Minerva of the North, as we have seen also in the Grand Chamber.
Thus we must further consider Christina’s interest in Venus and Eros, and what Goltzius’ painting
might have suggested about her to its viewers.
While Christina is known to have preferred the artists of the Italian Renaissance, she
seems to have had a fondness for Goltzius, this one particularly innovative northern printmaker,
who had created this piece between 1599-1602.158 The large composition (3’5” x 2’7”) shows a
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torchlit, almost grisaille, scene, in which a nude Venus is cradled by a satyr holding grapes and a
young woman holding figs and other fruit. The torch, which illuminates the scene, is held aloft by
Cupid, who is nestled close to his mother. The satyr is Bacchus, the god of wine, and the young
woman is Ceres, the goddess of agriculture. The quartet is set in an outdoor space, beneath a tree,
however the image is cropped close so that Venus’ body (from head to mid-drift) take up most of
the image. Venus, who is nude yet still highly decorated, as she wears a crown and various pearl
and beaded strands around her neck and in her braided hair, is the dominant figure. The emphasis
of the scene is placed on Venus’ body, which in its elongated form is illuminated in a golden light
that draws attention to her breasts and navel. The image is in the style of Northern Mannerists,
invoking classical and Italianate form and design preferences through its use of Roman
mythology and idealized figures. These stylistic preferences had become popular on both sides of
the Alps, and despite the pen work’s origins in the north would have fit stylistically with
Christina’s predominantly Italian collection.
The work is a unique oil painting combined with pen and ink drawing that mimics the
visual effects of swelling and tapering black engraved lines, for which Goltzius was best known
as a printmaker and publisher. He even signed Without Ceres and Bacchus using his intertwined
HG monogram, which had become widely disseminated as his mark of authorship on his printed
oeuvre. To achieve his novel aesthetic in the pen work, Goltzius first painted the background and
his figures in a cool gray and highlighted them with a warm light gold. The only hints of color
come from Venus’ rosy lips and the flame, which is held aloft by Cupid casting the
aforementioned golden light on Venus and her companions Ceres and Bacchus. Over his delicate

not acquired in the haul from Prague, as they are listed neither in the 1621 Prague Inventory, nor in the 1648
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underpainting, Goltzius layered his bravura hatching and cross-hatching with black ink to create
shadows and additional modeling on his figures.
The subject of the composition comes from the comedy The Eunuchus, written by the
ancient Roman playwright Publius Terentius Afer (ca. 195-159 BCE). In The Eunuchus, a young
man named Chermes drunkenly tells a maid how she becomes lovelier with every passing minute.
When she points out his drunkenness, Chermes responds “By Jove, without Ceres [the goddess of
agriculture] and Bacchus [the god of wine], Venus would freeze.”159 With Chermes’ line,
Terentius offers a metaphorical anecdote to warn of both the pleasures and dangers of food and
drink that can perhaps ‘color’ one’s seeing and judgment in the passionate throes of love. The
rather obscure text and message point again to the learnedness of the presumed viewers, not least
Christina herself. One might say that only a ‘Minerva of the North’ such as Christina might obtain
the humanist education to be familiar with the textual source of the image, while Venus and Eros
maintain a grip on the overall pleasures elicited by beholding and owning this picture.
The pen work can be seen as distilling in a single painting the effects of the entire Grand
Chamber, with its chief function of enthralling—even entrapping—the viewer simultaneously on
sensual and intellectual levels, with Christina as the chief conductor lurking in the wings
controlling the scene. Goltzius’ Without Ceres and Bacchus demands close looking, both in its
alluring subject matter with the sensuously elongated torso of the nude Venus, goddess of love,
and in its technique, as essentially a new medium that blended engraving, drawing, and painting.
By luring the viewer in even to the minute level of his virtuoso net of engraving-like lines,
Goltzius’ image fuels awe and conflates erotic desire with the desire for looking at a work of art.
Noteworthy here is the presence of the young Cupid, mischievous manipulator of love, in the
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foreground of the painting as the only figure looking out at the viewer, a kind of cipher perhaps
for Christina herself, who uses the traditional powers of women rooted in her sexuality to seduce
the beholder. Here, however, she invites the viewer—male or female—into the image as much to
the pleasures of art and culture as to Venus herself. They become one and the same. Such a role
for Christina builds further on her self-fashioning as Minerva, who was not only the goddess of
war and wisdom, but also by implication the bringer of arts and culture in times of hard-won
peace; and as a kind of androgynous Apollo figure presiding over a new Parnassus, now
constructed in Rome through the installation of her collections in her Palazzo Riario.
The palace was certainly Queen Christina’s home and was thus decorated according to her
tastes. As I have demonstrated, it was also a political environment in which the constructed spaces
of her collections were used to help her navigate her relationships with her visitors. The queen
took great care in the construction of her public persona, from portraiture as a new Minerva to the
decoration of the piano terra with its message that she ruled over a marble Parnassus, a locus of
culture and knowledge. As a prime area for receiving her most esteemed guests, the elaborate
Grand Chamber of paintings functioned as both agent and mechanism for shaping the relationship
between herself and her visitors, and asserting her control over them. These most privileged
viewers would have gazed upon the works and in turn been caught up in their nexus of meaning,
manipulated into dynamic relationships with the images and with Christina, their owner. These
works, which aside from Christina as the primary beholder, were intended largely for male
viewers, shocked visitors who were not accustomed to women owning such images and thus
demonstrated the queen’s agency both through her procurement of them from Emperor Rudolf II
and in their display.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this essay has been to investigate several of the seemingly diverse aspects
of Queen Christina’s collection in Rome in order to provide a cohesive but still multi-faceted
representation of her reimagined public persona in a new city and under new circumstances after
she left Stockholm. Furthermore, this essay serves to demonstrate the degree to which a public
figure’s personal possessions could be used to regulate relationships with networks of visitors,
intellectuals and artists alike. In the case of Queen Christina, we have found that in addition to the
personal prestige associated with obtaining valued items, the display of these items in a kind of
curated space added value and meaning to the viewing experience. Regardless of the original
meaning behind the individual objects Christina collected, their arrangement brought new
meaning to the pieces though their interrelationships as well as through their interactions with the
beholders moving through the spaces. Ultimately, Queen Christina’s collection demonstrated her
preference for prestigious artists and classicizing notions of beauty, mythological metaphor, and
displays of agency. In the piano terra and the Stanza dei Quadri, Christina endeavored to depict
herself as a powerful individual who exceeded all expectations as a woman, as a former
sovereign, and as a convert to Catholicism.
Queen Christina’s collection is extensive and seemingly disparate. In addition to her lavish
paintings, sculptures, prints, drawings, and antiquities, she had an extensive library, numerous
scientific contraptions and other oddities that were not discussed in this essay. Yet, my interest in
Christina’s collection is not for its expansiveness, but rather for the fact that she was able to use
the collection to subvert expectations of her and assert a peculiar form of agency, even though
much of the collection had belonged to another ruler under different circumstances entirely, and a
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female one at that. Queen Christina’s immediate female contemporaries were expected to collect
items that reflected their piety, their family heritage, or gender-appropriate virtues such as chastity
and obedience; Christina’s successor, Queen Hedwig Eleonora, is one such example. Christina,
who was raised to be a leader of Protestant Europe, given the education of a prince, crowned
‘King of Sweden,’ and then abandoned her family and throne to convert to Catholicism, broke
with tradition in her collecting habits, as well. Christina’s collection serves as a useful case study
in which historians can explore what happens to the rules of decorum when the most unlikely
happens, chiefly, when a female sovereign voluntarily leaves her throne in order to pursue
religious interests that did not align with her own people, collecting pagan forms and extensive
images of erotic subjects. Christina’s collection served as testimony to her faith, intelligence,
virtue, and resourcefulness in redefining a new kind of sovereignty without a nation. By studying
the objects in her collection, we may better understand the very tools with which Christina
navigated and exceeded the perceived limitations of her gender, as well as her relationship to a
city as an outsider or foreigner attempting to forge a path for herself. In such a circumstance, she
benefited from constructing a versatile identity, and she did so using visual means.
Queen Christina was taught from a young age the importance of self-fashioning, as a
means of asserting her authority within her court. Through the aid of her tutors she was taught
how to extend the manipulation of her public identity through the art works for public
consumption. Although the motifs and strategies Christina used in these commissions were
heavily indebted to earlier aristocrats, they are worth studying, as these commissions reveal the
details of Christina’s biography, which she thought most worth sharing with her public to convey
her leadership. Furthermore, the iconography Christina adopted through her ‘Minerva of the
North’ portraits extended beyond her departure from Sweden and evolved dramatically as
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Christina’s manipulation of her public persona became more complex and had to address new
needs in Rome.
When Christina abandoned her throne, many of the comforts of her previous life were not
as assured as they had previously been. Chief among Christina’s new concerns was finding a new
home, establishing herself as an elite within that community, and garnering the required political
and cultural capital to accomplish her personal goals. The piano terra serves as an interesting case
study regarding the manner in which Christina satisfied the aforementioned concerns. This part of
Christina’s collection was acquired almost entirely after Christina arrived in Rome and thus
provides not only a look into the queen’s personal collecting habits, but also how Christina
established her identity within Rome. The arrangement of the rooms on this floor, particularly the
Sala dei Muse, promoted a certain carefully constructed identity of Christina filtered by the
mythological personae of Minerva, Apollo, and the Muses, as purveyor of arts and knowledge in
the setting of a new Parnassus.
At a glance, the Grand Chamber on the second floor of the Palazzo Riario seems to
contradict the virtuous, intelligent, Christian identity, which Christina so carefully managed.
However, this appropriated collection of Renaissance masterpieces follows a consistent pattern in
which Christina used mythology to shape her public persona, though in a new way. The jarring
collection of erotic mythological images served to destabilize her visitors by subverting their
expectations and thus created a liminal space in which new expectations and a new identity could
be asserted. By selecting images that had various meanings apart from their sensuous and erotic
nature, and juxtaposing them, the queen encouraged the contemplation or discussion around new
meanings and bigger themes, just as she had done with the installation of her antiquities in the
piano terra. In addition to being a display of some of the finest works of the Italian Renaissance
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that could sustain high-minded moralizing interpretations and at the same time serve as excursus
on beauty, the bold contents of such images still must have shocked the viewers, entrapping them
in a game of visual seduction that demonstrated the queen’s unyielding agency, as well as her
ability to collect such prestigious pieces and disarm the viewers.
In her lifetime Christina perpetually behaved in a manner that countered expectations of
Protestant and female rulership. However, Christina claimed in her autobiography to have always
acted with purpose and cunning.160 The study of Christina’s collection is more than an exploration
into the life of a European eccentric elite; it is the study of careful self-fashioning in an instance in
which one savvy woman’s public persona was all that she had to start anew. It is also the study of
the social and cultural value of ‘things’ to function so effectively in defining and cultivating that
self, and in the power of decorated spaces to manipulate the viewing experience of beholders.
When Queen Christina died, she was destitute and lacked heirs and even a homeland. Her
collection was sold to pay her debts, but those inventories, in addition to contemporary
descriptions by agents and visitors, create a spectral memory of the collection that has outlasted
its physical unity and has allowed a former self-exiled queen to live in splendor with a great deal
of political, social, and cultural capital in the history books. Ultimately, Queen Christina’s
collection was more than just a display of precious items. It was a physical manifestation of the
identity by which she wanted the world to know and remember her.
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Figure 3. Andrea Mantegna, Pallas and the Vices, Tempera on canvas, 1498, Musée du Louvre,
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